
HOW TO WRITE A 12 BAR BLUES LYRICS

Writing a Bar Blues, from the edited h2g2, the Unconventional The lyrics of the bar blues consist of three rhyming lines,
but the first two.

If A is too low or too high, you're going to have work a little harder and figure out which chords to use
yourself, as we're not going to do it for you here. Pick a Subject The main subject for the blues is the
awfulness of life - how you're down on your luck and how everything is going wrong. A cadence, of any kind,
marks the end of the song or section of a song. Repeat for the other verses. The instrumental melody often
answers, echoes, repeats, or compliments the vocal melody being sung in the first two and a half bars.
Remember to repeat the tune of the first line again exactly the same for the second line, even though the
chords are different. The most popular one is 'my baby's gone and left me', but it could equally be about how
you've got no money, how you've lost your job or any other example of the cussedness of life. Good, you can
sing that high. This is a good key, not too high and not too low. This is not technically a bar blues, but it's in
the same style. And that adds up to 12 bars or measures. The second A section uses the same chord
progression, the only difference being that the first I chord is replaced with one bar of the IV chord. This is a
blues note. Our example uses a half cadence in bars  Try saying Humpty Dumpty Rumpy Pumpy over again,
with one word per second. The I chord dominates the first "A" section The IV chord typically shows up in the
second "A" section The V chord typically appears in the "B" section In the example above, the I chord is
played over the first, third and fourth bars and the IV chord is played over the second bar, but it isn't
uncommon for this first A section to only use the I chord. The refrain often forms a response or answer to the
question, or a comment on any statements, made in the previous A sections. The major hook of the song often
makes use of the song title. The fundamental structure of 12 Bar Blues is three four-bar lines or sections. Often
the A sections forms a question or makes a statement. That eight-bar line is then appended to the remaining
eight bars of a standard bar blues progression. The AAB A Section In 12 bar blues, the first and second lines
the two A sections are often a identical in terms of both the lyrics and the melody. But one thing is sure: the
most characteristic type of blues is the bar blues song. If the song continues, the transition to the next stanza is
known as the turnaround. Defining bars and measures The rhythm â€” not the tempo or relative speed of the
music â€” is measured in a time signature. These chords are based on the first I , fourth IV , and fifth V notes
of the eight-note scale. Another structural variant in bar blues is something loosely referred to as stop time.
The lyrics and melody of each A section often act as a question. The first and second line may launch into the
woe straight way, or may tell a story which ends in the bad things happening later. You'll naturally settle into
the Blues rhythm, with a strong beat and the 'y' syllable coming just before the next beat. The main hook is
commonly a part of the refrain. When leading to another verse one of many standard "turnaround" transitions
are used. Once you've mastered the first verse, go on to write the second, third, fourth and so on. A bar blues is
divided into three four-bar segments. It starts at a C but slides up to a C , making it not really either. There are
minor variations on it, but that's the basic bar structure. For Dummies: The Podcast. Finish off with a different
tune for the third line. There'll be 12 of these in the blues. Mastering musical turnarounds that resolve on the
third chord of a three-chord progression is an art form in and of itself. As an answer to questions posed in the
preceding A sections, the B section finally resolves to the I chord creating a full cadence or to the V chord
creating a half cadence. This four-bar figure typically either ends the song or sets up another bar stanza. Just
sing the words out in any sort of a way that sounds right.


